Numerous images are produced daily in biomedical research. In order to extract relevant and useful results, various processing and analysis steps are mandatory. The present paper describes a new, powerful and user-friendly image analysis system: LaboImage. In addition to standard image processing modules, LaboImage also contains various specialized tools. These multiple processing modules and tools are first introduced. A 1-D gel analysis method is then described. The new concept of "normalized virtual 1-D gel" is introduced, making in particular comparisons amongst gels easy. This normalized gel is obtained by compensating for the bending of the lanes automatically; no information loss is incurred in the process. Finally, the model of interaction in a multi-window environment is discussed. LaboImage is designed to run in two ways: interactively, using menus and panels, and in batch mode by means of userdefined macros. Examples are given to illustrate the potentialities of the software.
Introduction
Biomedical sciences are a domain where images play a crucial role. In order to analyse them in detail, scientists must often rely on specialized equipment. Computers are sometimes simply used to produce a displayed image with a contrast sharper than the original one, by remapping grey levels (Wesley and Wallenslager, 1986; Lutz et al, 1990 , to be published).
Many other types of processing can however be performed, such as enhancement, filtering, edge detection, mathematical transformation and so on (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982; Gonzales and Wintz, 1987) . Typical biomedical applications are the search for contours in vascular networks (Collorec and Coatrieux, 1988) , the enhancement of chest radiographs (Daponte and Fox, 1988) and cell counting (Preston and Bartels, 1988) .
In this context, LaboImage is an image analysis software providing users with a large choice of processing procedures in a user-friendly environment. LaboImage is not dedicated to a specific task, but allows the user to solve a large number of different problems. Specialized tools are also included for more specific matters. LaboImage is typically suited to exploratory research, where one tries to compare different methods. This software has been distributed in various computer centers and universities over the world, and is also used as a platform for an image analysis course given for computer science students at University of Geneva. 1 Other softwares also provide environments for image processing, for example (Groen et al, 1988; McEachron et al, 1989; Vernon and Sandini, 1988) . They are often dedicated to specific classes of images, such as 3D medical images (Robb et al, 1989) . Compared with these other softwares, LaboImage tries to provide as general as possible a platform for various scientific investigations, while still offering a few selected, specialized tools. Different approaches are thus available to rapidly determine and evaluate solutions to a given problem.
The main advantage of LaboImage lies precisely in this integration of standard processing methods (such as filters, transforms, etc.) together with particular tools. As a typical application, it is possible to take an input image of a gel, filter it to remove acquisition noise, then perform a 1-D gel analysis. The results are kept within LaboImage, allowing for example comparison of several processed gels by arithmetic subtraction.
In the "Algorithm" section, we survey the large choice of processing families and the kind of data this software can process. We also enumerate the specific tools. A section is then 1. LaboImage is provided free of charge for academic users; interested persons should contact the author. dedicated to the 1-D gel analysis tool which is presented in detail. In the "Implementation of interaction" section, we first explain the underlying interaction concepts on which LaboImage is built. We then discuss the different interactive manners for using LaboImage. A simple example finally illustrates a typical working session.
System and methods
LaboImage presently runs on Sun™ workstations (SUN 3/xxx and SUN 4/xxx) in the SunView windowing system. An adaptation to more standard windowing and interfacing systems is also planned (e.g. X-Window System™ (Scheifler et al, 1988) , OSF/Motif™ (Open Software Foundation, 1990) ). The software is written in the C language (Kernighan and Ritchie, 1978) ; it is about 50000 lines long. The executable code uses approximately 2 Megabytes.
Algorithm Standard processing and data
LaboImage is currently comprised of over one hundred operators. They can be grouped in different families, according to their utility and complexity. The most basic operations consist in retrieving an image from mass storage, displaying it and saving it after some processing.However, visualization of images is not the only purpose of such a software. The following list briefly describes the classes of operations as presently implemented; the specialized tools are presented in the next paragraph.
• Display: one or eight-bit depth rasters. A threshold at the mean value with or without error distribution (Floyd-Steinberg algorithm, Foley et al, 1990 ) is used for one bit display; linear or logarithmic grey levels and color (RGB) with or without error distribution are used for eight-bit displays. Postscript™ (Adobe Systems Incorporated, 1985) files can also be generated from the images.
• Storage: scalar, complex or color (RGB) images are saved on mass storage in the LaboImage format (see below) or in the Sun raster format.
• Retrieval: images in the LaboImage format, Sun raster format and other specific formats can be loaded.
• Geometry: operations such as rotation, translation, transposition, scaling and symmetry.
• Histogram: grey level histograms can be computed, displayed and printed.
• Data type conversions: type conversion between the following image types: binary, byte, short, integer, real, cartesian and polar complex. This gives the possibility of modifying grey level scales as well as of trimming the higher and lower parts of the distribution during conversion.
• Arithmetic operations: the four basic arithmetic operations are implemented, (i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) with a scalar constant and a scalar image, between two scalar images and using complex images.
• Logical operations: NOT, AND, OR, XOR between binary images.
• Measures: some morphological measurements can be directly performed on the displayed images, such as grey level density profiles; statistical measurements can be computed in regions of interest.
• Transformations: regular and optical Fourier transformation, direct and inverse.
• Convolution: users can extract part of an image or define a mask, to be convolved or correlated with any other image.
• Edge detection: typical operators such as Sobel, Roberts, Laplacian, Frei and Chen, zero crossing and peak following.
• Enhancement: different methods such as histogram equalization, median and high pass filter, Gaussian and Hamming filter, edge preserving smoothing.
• Segmentation: thresholding, regions segmentation methods such as split and merge, recursive segmentation (Ohlander, Price and Reddy, 1978) and region growing.
• Noise generator: uniform and gaussian noise can be generated and added to images.
• Binary morphology: all the basic and complex operations of mathematical morphology are implemented in an hexagonal raster (Serra, 1982) .
• Grey level morphology: dilation, erosion, opening and closing with different structuring elements or image parts (Coster and Chermant, 1985) .
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The previous list of processing families gives a general view of the software. In fact, many operators allow free choice of parameters, thereby increasing the actual number of available methods. In addition to these processing methods, some basic utilities are included, such as image padding or color to grey level transformations.
As can be deducted from the above list of processings families, various types of informations are manipulated by LaboImage. Data are stored using two different kinds of arrays: vectors and images planes. The following table summarizes the data structures used by the software (Table 1) .
N image planes and N vectors are simultaneously available in central memory, numbered from 0 to N-1. N is currently set to 10, but there is no limit to either the number or size of these data structures. Images as well as color tables can be saved on disk. A color table is saved as a file of 3 times 256 bytes, each of the 256 colors being defined by a triplet of red, green and blue.
Images are stored on disk in the LaboImage format, i.e., using two files: one containing the image data, the other one storing various pieces of descriptive information (Table 2) .
Specialized tools
This paragraph briefly enumerates the more specific processing tools available in
LaboImage. The 1-D gel analysis tool is described in detail in the next section.
• a help tool, which gives on-line explanations about the operations being performed;
• an interactive color table manipulation tool, which allows the definition of complete look-up tables with RGB or HLS representations (Lutz et al, 1990 , to be published);
• an image generation tool for making simple monochrome and grey level images of any size;
• a tool for counting regions defined by their contours or by their grey level values;
• a tool for pixel by pixel correction of an image, making use of a magnifying glass. This, for example, gives the possibility of closing region contours before counting;
• an expert system for guiding image segmentation (Hu et al, 1990 );
• a tool for analysing 1-D gel autoradiograms (see the next section);
[ Insert • a tool for comparing images in a sequence. For example, the grey level evolution of a specific region can be measured;
• a tool for interactive creation and execution of macros (see the "Implementation of interaction" section).
LaboImage is constantly evolving; new tools are regularly being added.
The 1-D gel analysis tool Overview
The purpose of the 1-D gel analysis tool (gel1D-tool) is to automatically determine the density profiles as well as the profile peaks for one dimensional gels. The system can be used for analyzing any type of 1-D gel, e.g. autoradiograms (Figure 1 ), Coomassie Blue or silver stained profiles. The only parameter which is required from the user is the number N of lanes (e.g. 11 in Figure 1 ).
The first steps of the method are based on an approach fully described in (Pun et al., 1985) ; they are summarized below. However, two new elements have been added, making quantisation more precise and comparisons between gels much easier. The first addition relates to the determination of the lane boundaries. The imprecision due to the third degree polynomial fit over the gel boundaries is compensated for and no information is lost. The second addition concerns the construction of a "normalized virtual 1-D gel". This new representation allows in particular an easy comparison between gels.
Determination of the profiles is performed in two stages. The first locates the lane boundaries; the second computes the profiles for each lane, finds the peaks in these density profiles and determines the "normalized 1-D gel".
Determination of the lane boundaries
In the following explanations i and j are respectively the horizontal and the vertical coordinates in the image, g(i,j) the grey level of the pixel located at the coordinates i and j, SizeI The parameter m defining the window sizes of these two operators (extremum filter and sliding t-test) is chosen as a function of the number N of lanes in the image: Here LeftBoundary n and RightBoundary n denote pre-estimated boundaries in the n-th lane as described above. For each lane, the locus of the lane axis is finally approximated by a third degree polynomial.
Lane boundaries correspond to positions i where |t(i)| is the largest. A maximum of t(i)
Having these axes, the precise boundaries can be found using the fact that between two axes there are exactly one right boundary and one left boundary. A sliding t-test is again applied, but this time for each line of the image. The minima and maxima found between two axes are respectively the precise left and right boundaries for the two adjacent lanes. A third degree polynomial fit is finally done over the boundary points, yielding the precise boundaries ( Figure   1 ). As we can see in Figure 1 , a lane is not exactly confined within its boundaries. According to the old method (Pun et al., 1985) , the overflowing part was ignored. In order to have an integration of the complete profile, this overflowing part is now uniformly distributed inside the boundaries.
Computing the virtual normalized gel and the density profiles
Once the boundaries are known, the profiles and peaks can be evaluated. It is then possible to determine the "normalized virtual 1-D gel" representation. The gel is normalized in the sense that the geometric variations of the lanes have been corrected; comparisons between gels is Determination of the peaks of the density profiles is performed using the second derivative of P n (j). The regions in the profiles where this derivative is greater than zero are considered as belonging to a peak. In order to decrease the effect of noise, the profiles can be smoothed using an averaging filter. Also, peaks whose area or amplitude is below some user specified threshold can be ignored. Once the peaks are known, the program asks the user to specify the quantity of substance in each lane; the quantity in each peak can then be evaluated (Figure 3 ).
The boundaries of the lanes, the profiles, the virtual normalized gel and the peaks can all be displayed and, if needed, manually modified. All the results can be saved into a file, which can be processed later by other programs or again reloaded into LaboImage.
Implementation of interaction

Method of interaction
This section describes the general principle of interaction used in the software. LaboImage is built on top of a so-called notification-based system; the difference between such a system and a conventional program is presented below. defined in advance and cannot be altered (Figure 4 ).
Such a scheme is typical of a command interpreter. The software first reads the command; if it is a quit request, the program terminates execution, otherwise parameters are read and the process corresponding to this input is executed.
In a notification-based system, the control loop is moved from the application part to the so called notifier, which reads the events and calls the corresponding procedure. This scheme is the underlying structure of LaboImage ( Figure 5 ). The full menu system with procedures associated with each item is first constructed in the application part, then control is passed to the notifier. From that moment, the user is just sending events to the notifier by choosing items with the mouse. The notifier then analyses the received events and possibly calls an interface procedure to ask for parameters. This is done using a panel. In this case, the notifier receives the parameters from the keyboard as events and sends them to the interface procedure. The correct processing procedure is finally called; after termination, control is returned to the notifier.
In summary, a classical program only allows for a very linear flow of operations that is controlled by the program. On the other hand, the flow of execution of a notifier based program is not predetermined, and is controlled by user requests (through menus and mouse).
User interface
LaboImage can run in two modes: interactive or automatic. In the first mode, the software is driven by a menu system attached to each button of the master window and giving users a hierarchical list of processing procedures and tools ( Figure 6 ). In the automatic mode, another kind of data (called macro) is used to control the sequence of processings. A macro is a set of operations that are to be applied sequentially. Making a parallel with computer programming, we can say that macros are like programs. We can simultaneously have up to M macros in central memory, numbered from 0 to M-1 (M is 10 in the current implementation). They are written on disk in ASCII format. A tool called Macrotool is included in LaboImage; it allows the creation and manipulation of such macros. For creation, the user chooses items with the menu system and introduces parameters as in the interactive mode; however, no processing is executed at this stage, but the data structure for the current macro is created and updated. After this, macros can be run in different ways:
• Fully automatic: the macro is executed as it is, without any changes, i.e. without interaction. This means that the set of instructions is executed exactly with the same parameters as in the recorded macro.
• Fully manual: confirmation is required for all parameters.
• Images numbers: only numbers of source and destination planes are required.
• Parameters: only specific parameters are required; plane numbers are those initially stored.
A simple example of utilization
Edge extraction on a bacterial cell image is given below as a simple processing application.
This example is performed interactively by choosing all operations with the menu. The first step is to load the image to be processed into the system. This is made by the "Acquisition" menu: the image is stored into one of the N buffers. We then decide to apply a median filter for noise reduction purposes. After this, we choose the Roberts operator followed by the peak following method in order to obtain edges. We finally want to visualize both the original and resulting images. Figure 7 shows the master window together with both images; the master window contains the trace of operations. If the result is not satisfying, we can take an intermediate image at any stage of the process and try other operations.
Once a satisfying set of processing procedures is found, we can create a macro by using the same menu system. It allows us to manipulate a set of processing steps as a single entity. This macro can later be executed automatically without interaction or just by changing some parameters, as explained in the previous section. The same result as in the interactive mode will [ Insert fig 7 ] 13 be obtained. Figure 8 shows the tool for manipulating macros. The displayed macro is the same set of processing steps as used above to extract edges from the bacterial cell image.
Discussion
Digital image processing and analysis is very useful for processing various scientific images, but powerful and user-friendly softwares have also to be available for non-specialized users. LaboImage is an answer to such a need. It provides researchers with various image processing methods through an easy-to-use interface. The major advantage of such a software is its large variety of processing procedures and specialized tools: many different problems can be solved using a unique system. It also provides the possibility comparing various methods and of designing well adapted solution. The 1-D gel analysis tool is an example of how useful LaboImage can be.
Finally, we emphasize the implementation model which clearly separates the interface part of the system from the processing one. This conception allows easy adaptation of LaboImage to new theoretical methods or practical tools. Table 1 Available data structures. Table 2 The two files defining an image. The master window with its attached menu system (a bilingual English and French implementation is available). 
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